Prediction of crude protein and amino acid passage to the duodenum of lactating cows by models compared with in vivo data.
To determine whether statistical inferences obtained from predictions by models were similar to those of measured data from individual cows, data from six research trials published between 1989 and 1997 were simulated using the 1989 National Research Council Model, the Mepron Dairy Ration Evaluator (version 1.1), The University of Pennsylvania release of the Net Carbohydrate and Protein System (version 2.12p), The Cornell Net Carbohydrate and Protein System (version 3), and the CPM Dairy (version 1.0). Both predicted and measured protein fractions were analyzed by ANOVA and compared to determine whether statistical inferences among treatments from predictions by the models were similar to those from the measured data. The interpretations and statistical inferences of measured data did not always agree with those for predicted data. All models responded to changes in diet composition and often predicted that dietary changes would result in statistically different amounts of protein and amino acids passing to the duodenum than were observed in the measured data. The direction of predicted change among treatments for passage of nitrogen fractions to the duodenum also did not agree with the measured data a large percentage of the time. Discrepancies in ANOVA and interpretations between predicted and measured data may be due to the reduction in variation associated with modeling biological systems, associative effects of feeds not accounted for by models, inadequate equations in the models, inadequate description of feeds, or experimental error in measured data. Before model simulations of duodenal flow of crude protein and amino acids can be substituted for experimental measurements, better descriptors of main dietary effects, microbial protein production, ruminal protein degradation, and interactions among dietary factors must be developed.